Professor Marty St James
OUTPUT 2 Marty St James At The Redtory

Please view the following video links:

Output 1/A
http://vimeo.com/57055533

also added static images:

2/B Invitation card (nb exhibition extended to December 12th 2012)
2/C Top gallery wall showing view of photographic sequential portraits

2/D Bottom gallery wall showing second set of sequential photographic portraits
2/E Projected video portrait (with sound) and drawings

2/F Gallery entrance wall with exhibition and artists information for the public (translated into Chinese and English)
2/G Private view introductory talk by the artist (with translation into Chinese)

2/H Chinese public audience and press at the private view
British deputy consul general Andrew Massey alongside the exhibition poster with Travis Wong one of the curators of the exhibition. The tradition in China is that important persons are invited to sign the poster. Next to UK NOW poster of British Museum image